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RADIATIVE �+ ! �+ DECAY IN LIGHT CONE QCDA. Gokalp and O. YilmazPhysis Department, Middle East Tehnial University06531 Ankara, Turkeye-mail: agokalp�metu.edu.tre-mail: oyilmaz�metu.edu.tr(Reeived July 23, 2001)We investigate the radiative �+ ! �+ deay in the framework of thelight one QCD sum rules. We estimate the oupling onstant g�� for thisdeay and using this value of the oupling onstant, we alulate the deaywidth of the �+ ! �+ deay. Our result is in good agreement with theexperimental value.PACS numbers: 12.38.Lg, 13.40.Hq, 14.40.AqThe determination of the fundamental parameters of hadrons from exper-imental data, in partiular the oupling onstants and form fators, requiressome information about the physis at large distanes. However, suh non-perturbative information annot be obtained diretly from the fundamentalQCD Lagrangian. Therefore, one has to employ some spei� nonpertur-bative method for the determination of the parameters of hadrons. Amongthe various nonperturbative methods, QCD sum rules [1℄ have proved to bevery useful in studying the properties of low-lying hadrons. In the tradi-tional QCD sum rules method [1℄, hadroni parameters are onneted withthe QCD parameters through a few ondensates of the nontrivial QCD va-uum struture in a nonperturbative way. Further progress has been ahievedby an alternative method known as the QCD sum rules on the light one.The light one QCD sum rules are based on the operator produt expansionon the light one, whih is an expansion over the twist of the operators ratherthan dimensions as in the traditional QCD sum rules. In this expansion, themain ontribution omes from the lowest twist operators. The matrix ele-ments of the nonloal operators between a hadroni state and the vauumde�ne the hadroni wave funtions whih are the priniple nonperturbativeinputs into the sum rules. The appliations of the light one QCD sum rulesto study hadroni properties an be found in [2�5℄ and referenes therein.(2921)



2922 A. Gokalp, O. YilmazIn the present work, we utilize the light one QCD sum rules to study the�+ ! �+ deay whih is desribed by magneti dipole M1 transition am-plitude [6℄.The radiative transitions of the type V ! P where V and P belong tothe lowest multiplets of Vetor (V ) and Pseudosalar (P ) mesons and V P-ouplings have been a subjet of ontinuous interest in low-energy hadronphysis [6℄. The studies of these deays and V P-ouplings were importantto establish the basis of the quark model and SU(3) symmetry as well asto understand the symmetry-breaking e�ets [6℄. On the other hand, V P-ouplings also plays an important role in the photoprodution reations ofvetor mesons on nuleons. At su�iently high energies and low momentumtransfers, eletromagneti prodution of vetor mesons on nuleon targetshas been explained by Pomeron exhange models [7℄. However, at low en-ergies near threshold salar and pseudosalar meson exhange mehanismsbeome important [8℄. For the photoprodution of the �0 meson, the e�e-tive oupling onstant g�� is among the physial inputs for the alulationof the pseudosalar exhange amplitude ontributing to the photoprodutionof �0 meson. This oupling onstant is introdued by hoosing an e�etiveLagrangian desribing the V P-vertex, whih also de�nes this oupling on-stant, and it is then determined by using the experimental value of the deaywidth � (�0 ! �0) of the radiative �0 ! �0 deay. However, in this deaythe four-momentum of �0 is time-like, p2 > 0, whereas in the pseudosalarexhange amplitude ontributing to the photoprodution of �0 meson it isspae-like, p2 < 0. Therefore, it will be of interest to study the e�etiveoupling onstant g�� from another point of view as well. In this work,we employ the light one QCD sum rules to study the radiative �+ ! �+deay and using isospin invariane estimate the oupling onstant g�� .In order to study the � ! � oupling onstant, we onsider the twopoint orrelation funtion with photonT�(p; q) = iZ d4xd4yeipxh(q)jTfj��(0)j5(x)gj0i ; (1)where j�� and j5 denote the interpolating urrents for �+ and �+ mesons.We introdue these interpolating urrents as [1℄j�� = da�ua ;j5 = dbi5ub ; (2)where u; d are up and down quark �elds, respetively, and a; b are the olorindies. The overlap amplitudes of these interpolating urrents with themeson states are de�ned as
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h0jj��j�i = ��u� ;h0jj5j�i = �� ; (3)where u� is the polarization vetor of � meson. The oupling onstant g��for the �! � deay is de�ned as follows:h�j�i = i em� g��"��Æp�u�q�Æ ; (4)where �� and q� are the polarization vetor and momentum of the photon,respetively, and e is the eletri harge.In aordane with the QCD sum rules method strategy, we evaluate thetwo point orrelation funtion both from a phenomenologial point of view,and also from a theoretial approah in terms of QCD degrees of freedom.We then equate these two representations and onstrut the orrespondingsum rule for the oupling onstant g�� .The theoretial part of the sum rule for the oupling onstant g�� isobtained in terms of QCD degrees of freedom by alulating the two pointorrelator in the deep Eulidean region where p2 and (p + q)2 are largeand negative. In this alulation the full light quark propagator with bothperturbative and nonperturbative ontributions is used, and it is given as [9℄iS(x; 0) = h0jTfq(x)q(0)gj0i= i x=2�2x4 � hqqi12 � x2192m20hqqi�igs 116�2 1Z0 du� x=x2���G��(ux)� 4iux�x2G��(ux)��+ : : : ; (5)where terms proportional to light quark mass mu or md are negleted. Afterstraightforward omputation we obtainT�(p; q) = Z d4xeipxf�Bh(q)ju(x)�5u(0)j0i�12A ["����x� + ix�g�� � ix�g��℄ h(q)ju(x)���u(0)j0ig ; (6)whereA = i2�2x4 and B = � 112huui � m20192 huuix2. In order to evaluatethe two point orrelation funtion further, we need the matrix elementsh(q)jq�5qj0i and h(q)jq���qj0i. These matrix elements are de�ned in



2924 A. Gokalp, O. Yilmazterms of the photon wave funtions [10�12℄h(q)jq�5qj0i = f4 eqe"������q�x� 1Z0 dueiuqx (u) ;h(q)jq���qj0i = ieqhqqi 1Z0 dueiuqx�f(��q� � ��q�) ���(u) + x2[g1(u)� g2(u)℄�+ [qx(��x� � ��x�) + �x(x�q� � x�q�)℄ g2(u)g ; (7)where the parameter � is the magneti suseptibility of the quark ondensateand eq is the quark harge,  (u) and �(u) stand for the leading twist-2photon wave funtions, while g1(u) and g2(u) are the two-partile photonwave funtions of twist-4. The dimensional onstant f is for normalizationpurposes [10℄. In further analysis the path ordered gauge fator is omittedsine we work in the �xed point gauge [13℄.In order to onstrut the phenomenologial part of the two point orrela-tion funtion in Eq. (1), we note that the two point funtion T�(p; q) satis�esa dispersion relation and we saturate this dispersion relation by inserting aomplete set of one hadron states into the orrelation funtion and obtainT�(p; q) = h�j�ih�jj��j0ih0jj5j�i[(p+ q)2 �m2�℄(p2 �m2�) + : : : ; (8)where the ontributions from the higher states and the ontinuum startingfrom some threshold s0 are denoted by dots. In order to take these ontri-butions into aount we invoke the quark-hadron duality presription andreplae the hadron spetral density with the spetral density alulated inQCD.After evaluating the Fourier transform for the M1 struture and thenperforming the double Borel transformation with respet to the variablesQ21 = �p2 and Q22 = �(p+ q)2, we �nally obtain the following sum rule forthe oupling onstant g��g�� = 3m�(eu + ed)huui���� em2�=M21 em2�=M22�����(u0)M2f0(s0=M2) + 4 (g1(u0)� g2(u0))	 ; (9)where the funtion f0(s0=M2) = 1 � e�s0=M2 is the fator used to subtratthe ontinuum, s0 being the ontinuum threshold, and



Radiative �+ ! �+ Deay : : : 2925u0 = M21M21 +M22 ; M2 = M21M22M21 +M22 (10)with M21 and M22 are the Borel parameters.For the numerial evaluation of the sum rule we use the values huui =�0:014 GeV3 [14℄, m� = 0:770 GeV, m� = 0:140 GeV [15℄, and � =�3:3 GeV�2 [10℄. The overlap amplitude �� for the � meson state isgiven by the relation �� = f� m2�mu+md [16℄. We use the experimental valuef� = 0:132 GeV and mu + md = 0:014 GeV, and obtain this amplitudeas �� = 0:18 GeV2. We note that negleting the eletron mass the e+e�deay width of �0 meson is given as � (�0 ! e+e�) = 4��23 �2�m3� . Then usingthe value obtained from the experimental leptoni deay width of �0 [15℄,we obtain the value �� = 0:118 GeV2 for the overlap amplitude of the �0meson. By isospin invariane we obtain the overlap amplitude for �+ mesonas �� = 0:17 GeV2. In order to analyze the dependene of the ouplingonstant g�� on the Borel parameters M21 and M22 , we study independentvariations of M21 and M22 . We �nd that the sum rule is quite stable forM21 = 0:5 GeV2 and for 0:6 GeV2 � M22 � 1:4 GeV2. These limits on M22determine the allowed interval for the vetor hannel [17℄. Moreover, westudy the dependene of the sum rule on the threshold parameter s0. Thevariation of the oupling onstant g�� as a funtion of Borel parametersM22 for di�erent values of s0 for M21 = 0:5 GeV2 is shown in Fig. 1 fromwhih we onlude that the variation is very stable. The soures ontribut-ing to the unertainty in the oupling onstant are those due to variationsin M21 , M22 , s0 and the unertainties in the estimated values of the vauumondensate and the magneti suseptibility. If we take these unertaintiesinto aount by a onservative estimate, we obtain the oupling onstantg�� as g�� = 0:64� 0:05. This value of the oupling onstant is onsistentwith its value used in the analysis of �0 photoprodution reations throughpseudosalar exhange amplitude whih is g�� = 0:54 [18℄. If we use h�j�iamplitude given in Eq. (2), then the deay width for �+ ! �+ is obtainedas � (�+ ! �+) = �24 (m2� �m2�)3m5� g2�� : (11)Therefore, from our analysis we determine � (�+ ! �+) deay widths for�� mesons as � (�� ! ��) = (86�14) KeV. Our result is in good agreementwith the measured deay width [15℄, whih is � (�� ! ��) = (68�7) KeV.In our analysis, we use the values for the overlap amplitudes �� and ��the values we obtain by relating these to the experimentally measured quan-tities. However, a QCD sum rule analysis [16℄ for these amplitudes yield the
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Fig. 1. The oupling onstant g�� as a funtion of the Borel parameter M22 fordi�erent values of the threshold parameters s0 with M21=0.5 GeV2.result ��=0.17 GeV2, ��=0.17 GeV2 whih are very lose to the values weobtain. Moreover, an independent phenomenologial analysis [19℄ gives thevalues ��=0.17 GeV2, ��=0.20 GeV2 for these amplitudes. If we use theselatter values for the overlap amplitudes in our analysis, we then obtain forthe oupling onstant and the deay width the values g�� = 0:58 � 0:04and � (�� ! ��) = (71 � 10) KeV. We note that the eletromagnetideays V ! P of vetor mesons in the �avor SU(3) setor was studiedpreviously [16℄ by employing the method of QCD sum rules in the pres-ene of the external eletromagneti �eld, and the results g�� = 0:59 and� (�� ! ��) = 68 KeV were obtained. The values obtained in our analysisare onsistent with these results. Therefore, our results whih are obtainedutilizing the light one QCD sum rules supplements the study of this deayusing QCD sum rules in external �eld method.We like to thank T.M. Aliev for suggesting this investigation to us andfor helpful disussions during the ourse of our work.REFERENCES[1℄ M.A. Shifman, A.I. Vainstein, V.I. Zakharov, Nul. Phys. B147, 385, 448, 519(1979).[2℄ V.L. Chernyak, A.R. Zhitnitsky, Phys. Rep. 112, 173 (1984).[3℄ I.I. Balitskii, V.M. Braun, A.V. Kolesnihenko, Nul. Phys. B312, 509 (1998).[4℄ P. Ball, V.M. Braun, Phys. Rev. D58, 094016 (1998).
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